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History Without the Humbug 
Countering the Re-Writing of History 

 

 

 Chris Hani: a Ruthless Killer who 

Planned South African Terror Attacks 
  

by Aida Parker 
 

 

Karl Marx said: “The first battlefield is the re-writing of history.”  This is an age when, very rapidly, 

the truth about the past is being “revised” by Marxists, liberals and others, and unless this wicked 

revisionism is resisted, people will be thoroughly indoctrinated with lies and myths presented as 

“truth”.  Already vast damage has been done, and even many who lived through more recent historical 

events have been so well indoctrinated, and conditioned to think along the “party” line, that they 

actually believe the lies and myths they have been fed.  Very few people think critically anymore.  

They do not even know how to do so.  They simply swallow whatever they are told by their Red, 

almost-Red, and religious-Red heroes and masters. 

The purpose of these articles is to counter the deliberate re-writing of history with those stubborn 

things called facts, and that wonderful thing called truth.  “Woe unto them that call evil good, and good 

evil” (Isaiah 5:20). 

 

 

Foreword 
by Shaun Willcock 

 

Chris Hani, leader of the South African Communist Party, was murdered in 1993.  Bear in mind that 

this article by Aida Parker was written in 1990, three years before his murder and four years before the 

ANC came to power in SA in 1994.  It was thus written while the ANC was still waging a terrorist 

revolution against the conservative white government of South Africa.  Murder is murder, no matter 

who the victim, and the murderer of Chris Hani had to be punished, and was; but do not be misled by 

the Marxist myth-makers.  People’s memories are so short: once upon a time conservative anti-

Communists (at the time, the majority of South African whites and a large proportion of South African 

blacks, not to mention many others throughout the world) knew the truth about Chris Hani; but such 

has been the ANC/SACP’s success at re-writing history via indoctrination and propaganda that this 

Communist terrorist is now lauded as a man of peace, a democrat, a “Christian” (he was a Roman 

Catholic) – and the lies are believed as truth!  And so another Marxist revolutionary emerges from the 

ANC/SACP’s sordid and bloodstained past, cleaned up, made over and presented to the world as 

someone just below an angel.  The re-writing of history must be countered with the truth, and Aida 

Parker’s article does just that. 

____________________________________ 

 

Introduction 
 

  Although his chances of snatching the ANC
1
 top spot are perhaps somewhat less rosy than they were 

a year ago, “Chris” Hani, 47, a member of both the ANC National Executive and the SA Communist 

Party Central Committee, nevertheless remains the second most likely candidate to take over from 

Tambo.
2
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  As Chief of Staff of the ANC’s “military wing,” Umkhonto we Sizwe, Hani – like the late Mao – 

believes that all power springs from the barrel of a gun.  Once described by Africa Confidential as “the 

man most White South Africans (would use) to frighten their children,” Hani’s history, both by word 

and deed, makes grim mockery of any pretence that the ANC is not a terrorist organisation, to be 

bracketed alongside the IRA and PLO. 

  On occasion this Red Mafia leader has been publicly repudiated by Tambo himself both for his 

bloodthirsty rhetoric and the merciless attacks by his terror gangs on “soft” civilian targets.  A classic 

example: the July 1988 bomb blast at Johannesburg’s Ellis Park Rugby Stadium, killing two and 

injuring 30.  Tambo insisted at the time that such attacks were not ANC policy. 

 

Wasteland 
 

  Hani boldly and directly contradicted this, telling the SA Weekly Mail: “We are prepared to see a 

wasteland if that is the price of freedom... the bombs were to tell Whites that we can creep and crawl 

next to you.  It is... a position of armed propaganda.” 

  Known universally by his Umkhonto name of “Chris,” Hani replaced his friend and mentor, veteran 

ANC/SACP
3
 terror strategist Joe Slovo as the armed wing’s chief of staff in 1987.  He is unapologetic 

in his support for terrorist violence. 

  At the peak of the revolutionary violence which racked SA in the mid-1980s, he openly called for the 

killing of Black “collaborators” such as policemen, township councillors and those opposed to the 

revolution: an aspect, as the London Times pointed out, 8.6.88, that “leaders of the organisation’s 

political wing tend to play down, ascribing such killings to ‘spontaneous anger’ of the people.” 

 

Necklace 
 

  Hani himself termed the killings, maimings and torture practised by the “comrades” at the time as 

“forceful persuasion to stop Blacks from collaborating... we warn them to do so at their own risk.”  

Kindly Christian gentleman that he is, he even found a good word for those guilty of using the 

barbarous “necklace” – “it was used for good reasons.  I am not blaming those who used it.”  
Again, that it felt it necessary to use such pitiless forms of “persuasion” to bring people to its cause 

makes nonsense of ANC claims to speak for the Black majority. 

  His next declared targets for assassination were the so-called Zulu “war lords” of Inkatha
4
 involved in 

the fighting with the UDF
5
 in Natal, as well as members of the Inkatha Central Committee. 

  Nor has he hesitated to express his desire to strike at the White community where it hurts.  He 

publicly advocated intensified attacks on White suburbs, while declaring White Parliamentarians, 

government officials, security police and members of the judiciary “legitimate targets for attack or 

assassination.” 

  As final, unambiguous proof that the ANC is indeed a terrorist organisation, it was Hani who in 1988 

sent in an all-White Umkhonto unit, with a cache of arms that included a SAM-7 anti-aircraft missile.  

Describing the unit’s arrest as a “setback,” he said one of its tasks had been to shoot down a police or 

Army helicopter or military transport plane. 

 

Dedicated Killer 
 

  There is no suggestion that he intends abandoning his murderous activities.  On January 8, 1990 he 

said: 

 “We have completed the process of re-establishment and re-organisation and we are now going 

to increase our activity inside the country.  The situation in SA has not changed.  It still remains 

a situation of white domination, and for Umkhonto whose performance in 1989 was not so good, 

we see 1990 as a great challenge.  We have learned our lessons and now know how to operate.” 

 

  Martin Thembisile Hani was born on June 28, 1942, at Cofimvaba in the Transkei, to ANC activist 
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Gilbert Hani and his wife, Mary.  As chairman of the Langa Vigilantes Association Gilbert Hani, a 

migrant construction worker, had been banished to the Transkei, later applying for political asylum in 

Lesotho. 

  As a child, Chris Hani was much influenced by the political views of his father; by his uncle, Milton 

Hani, a member of the old Communist Party of SA; and by Govan Mbeki, father of his school chum, 

Thabo.  From a relatively early age Chris Hani was fascinated by the ideology of Marxist/Leninism, a 

conversion he attributes to Govan Mbeki’s guidance. 

  Like so many in the ANC/SACP leadership, Hani was educated in church schools, notably that great 

breeding ground of SA radicals, Lovedale Institute, where he was first recruited into the ANC Youth 

League.  He later attended Fort Hare, where he was expelled for organising ANC activities.  He 

completed a law degree at Rhodes, graduating equally as a militant ANC activist and confirmed 

Marxist/Leninist. 

  In 1962 he moved to Cape Town where he studied at UCT, became involved with labour activity and 

the SA Communist Party, and began his articles.  After joining the Western Cape command of the 

newly-formed Umkhonto, he was arrested with two others when found in possession of 6000 ANC 

pamphlets.  After a series of court appearances, he went underground and into exile, entering Zambia 

in 1965 under the alias, Chris Nkosana. 

 

Inglorious Battle 
 

  After a short period as Administrative Secretary in the ANC’s Lusaka office, he was transferred as 

commander of the Albert Luthuli Umkhonto (MK) division and sent to Rhodesia to fight alongside 

Joshua Nkomo’s ZAPU
6
 forces.  Hani’s lot scarcely covered themselves with glory, his forces being 

decimated when cornered by Black soldiers of the Rhodesian African Rifles. 

  Nine survivors fled into Botswana only to be picked up there and imprisoned.  On his release in late 

1968, Hani co-operated in compiling a document attacking MK strategy, deployment, corruption and 

abuse of power.  His most bitter criticism was reserved for former truck driver and MK head, Joe 

Modise.  This precipitated his isolation within Umkhonto, with claims that he at one stage very nearly   

faced execution, saved only by the intervention of Umkhonto members on the National Executive. 

  Before returning to Botswana in 1973 under an alias to help with the deployment of the Moumbaris 

terror gang, Hani underwent specialist revolutionary training in the USSR, Cuba and Algeria, one of a 

selected group of Umkhonto members referred to as “The General Staff.”  These officers were intended 

as specialised instructors for the training of Umkhonto recruits and played an important role in raising 

the level of the movement’s efficiency. 

 

Ruthless 
 

  In 1973 Hani became a member of the ANC Revolutionary Council and in 1974 was appointed the 

Council’s Secretary.  In 1975 he was appointed head of Umkhonto intelligence in Lesotho where, 

operating with ruthless efficiency, he masterminded a rash of terror attacks in SA, while at the same 

time creating a highly effective ANC network in the neighbouring Eastern Cape.  A very much wanted 

man, Hani survived two attacks on his life in this period. 

  In 1982, largely in recognition of his exploits in Lesotho, he was recalled to Lusaka and given the 

prestige post of Army Political Commissar and Deputy Commander of Umkhonto, a position reserved 

for trusted SACP members who could be relied on to push the party line inside the ANC.  This placed 

him in direct confrontation with his old opponent, Umkhonto veteran Joe Modise. 

  Considerably assisted by his friendship with Joe Slovo, then Umkhonto Chief of Staff, and the late 

Moses Mabhida,
7
 SACP chairman, Hani soon consolidated his power base within the ANC, this being 

further increased in the mid-1980s after a sudden outflow of young Eastern Cape Xhosas from SA.  He 

added to his military stature with his role in putting down mutinies in the ANC training camps in 

Angola in 1984 and in fighting against UNITA.
8
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SACP Victory 
 

  Modise sought to counter Hani’s growing influence by mobilising non-Xhosa militants from the 

Black townships in and around Johannesburg.  The resignation of Joe Slovo from the Umkhonto 

leadership and the death of Cassius Make opened the way for Hani’s appointment as Umkhonto Chief 

of Staff: a victory both for the Xhosa faction and the SACP. 

  Although Modise and his supporters have indeed mobilised opinion against Hani, with attacks on his 

life style, the behaviour of his wife, Limpho, a Lesotho national, and his close relationship with White 

SACP members, he remains solidly backed by the younger, more militant ANC members.  The 

relocation of Umkhonto bases from Angola, the changing situation both in the USSR and in SA, plus 

scandal, have weakened his overall position to some extent in recent months, but he remains a 

powerful contender in the ANC presidential stakes. 

 

Originally published 1990; republished April 2013 

 

 

Aida Parker was a highly articulate, knowledgeable, conservative South African journalist, whose Aida 

Parker Newsletter was read around the world before she passed away in 2002.  Her excellent writings 

should not be forgotten.  This article is taken from The Aida Parker Newsletter, Issue No. 134, First 

Quarter 1990, published by Aida Parker Newsletter (Pty) Ltd., Auckland Park, Johannesburg, South 

Africa.  Consent was granted for the use of this material, providing acknowledgement was made of the 

name of the copyright holder: Aida Parker Newsletter (Pty) Ltd.  It has been slightly edited for 

publication here. 

 

 

ENDNOTES: 
                                                 

1. “ANC” stands for “African National Congress”, the terrorist organisation of Nelson Mandela and 

Oliver Tambo, which came to power in South Africa in 1994. 

2. Oliver Tambo, the ANC’s leader-in-exile while Mandela was in prison. 

3. “SACP” stands for “South African Communist Party”, which has been in a firm alliance with the 

ANC for many years, and many members of which are also members of the ANC. 

4. “Inkatha”: the Inkatha Freedom Party of Mangosuthu Buthelezi, a very influential non-Communist 

Zulu leader in the province of Natal, South Africa. 

5. “UDF” stands for “United Democratic Front”, a front organisation for the revolutionaries. 

6. “ZAPU” stands for “Zimbabwe African People’s Union,” the Marxist terrorist organisation that 

fought to turn Rhodesia into Marxist Zimbabwe. 

7. The impressive Moses Mabhida Stadium in Durban was named after this terrorist. 

8. UNITA was the anti-Communist guerilla army of Jonas Savimbi in Angola. 
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